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ABSTRACT

In this project, "HOTEL RESERVATION SYSTEM" is developed by using
Microsoft Access. Microsoft Access is a database design application which is
designed by Microsoft organization.
As we know, we are living in a computer era where almost every thing is operated by
computers. Without computers it's very hard to manage the data but now-a-days with
the help of computer we have different kind of data base management showers which
helps to manage the data and in this project the Microsoft Access is used. It makes the
processing of data faster and easier.
In application of design for "HOTEL RESERVATION SYSTEM" which cover all the
needs for the hotel business as an administrative employee like 'Manager' which can
do all the tasks to make the hotel management easier. This program is able to hold
customer records, employee records, accounts; expenses, needs, transaction and we .,
can get the report of all individual sides very easily.
The project uses Microsoft Database Access which is very user friendly, easier and
reliable for making a Database.

•
•
•
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INTRODUCTION

Microsoft database Access is one of the best database management applications now
a-days. It is easier, reliable and user friendly. Making a database management
program is very easy and efficient in Microsoft Access. Managing records, searching
records, and adding new records, options are provided in the application and it is very
easy for the end user to operate on these options.
The documentation is about the Hotel reservation system program which is made by
using Microsoft Access database. The documentation is the full explanation about the
program that how we created forms, queries, tables etc.
All the chapters included in the documentation demonstrate the working of my
project and how I tackle all the problems while making my project.
Let us go through the overview of all the chapters in brief.

Chapterl: will discus about the database definitions, merits and demerits, database
design, relationship, data modeling etc.

Chapter2: This chapter is about visual basic editor in Microsoft Access, captions,
properties, SQL, description of SQL, SQL keys etc.

Chapter3: Is about Microsoft Access, how to open, how create tables, how can create
form by three ways in details, data types, and how can create Queries etc.

Chapter4: Will discus about the working of the project, how user can store
information, and what is the job of all the forms, and switchboards used in the
program and relationship between tables.

CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION TO DATABASE
Every thing around us has a particular identity. To identify anything system,
tor or person in words we need a data or information. So this information is
·aluable and in this advanced era we can store it in database and access this data by ,
he blink of eye.
For an instant if we go through the definitions of database we may find following
definitions.
•
•

A database is a collection of related information.
A database is an organized body of related information.

•

Each database has objects such as a table, query, form, or macro

Data Base·
Consist Of Tables. Forms
Query

Collection Of Data

User

Pictorial definition of the Database
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1.1 De-merits of absence of database

glance on the past will may help us to reveal the drawbacks in case of
absence of database.
•

•
•
•

•

•

In the past when there wasn't proper system of database, Much paper work
was need to do and to handle great deal of written paper documentation was
giant among the problems itself.
In the huge networks to deal with equally bulky data, more workers are
needed which affidavit cost much labor expanses.
The old criteria for saving data and making identification was much time
consuming such as if we want to search the particular data of a person.
Before the Development of Computer database it was a great problem to .
search for some thing. Efforts to avoid the headache of search often results in
new establishments of data.
Before the development of database it seemed very unsafe to keep the worthy
information. In Some situation some big organization had to employee the
special persons in order to secure the data.
Before the implementation of database any firm had to face the plenty of
difficulties in order to maintain their Management. To hold the check on the
expenses of the firm, the manager faced difficulties.

1.2 Merits of database
The modem era is known as the golden age computer sciences and
technology. In a simple phrase we can express that the modem age is built on the
foundation of database.
If we carefully watch our daily life we can examine that some how our daily life is .\
being connected with database.
•
•
•
•

There are several benefits of database developments.
Now with the help of computerized database we can access data in a second.
By the development of the database we can make data more secure.
By the development of database we can reduce the cost.

1.3 Introduction to database design
The design of a database has to do with the way data is stored and how that
data is related. The design process is performed after you determine exactly what
information needs to be stored and how it is to be retrieved.
A collection of programs that enables you to store, modify, and extract information
from a database. There are many different types of DBMS ranging from small
systems that run on personal computers to huge systems that run on mainframes. The
following are examples of database applications:
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•

Computerized library systems

•

Automated teller machines

•

Flight reservation systems

•

Computerized parts inventory systems

From a technical standpoint, DBMS can differ widely. The terms relational, network,

flat, and hierarchical all refer to the way a DBMS organizes information internally.
The internal organization can affect how quickly and flexibly you can extract
information.
Requests for information from a database are made in the form of a query.
Database design is a complex subject. A properly designed database is a model of a
business, Country Database or some other in the real world. Like their physical model

counterparts, data models enable you to get answers about the facts t~at ma~e up the
objects being modeled. It's the questions that need answers that determme whıch facts
need to be stored in the data model.
In the relational model, data is organized in tables that have the following ·
characteristics: every record has the same number of facts, every field contains the
same type of facts (Data) in each record, and there is only one entry for each fact. No
two records are exactly the same.
The more carefully you design, the better the physical database meets users' needs. In
the process of designing a complete system, you must consider user needs from a
variety of viewpoints.
1.4 Database Models
Various techniques are used to model data structures. Certain models are more
easily implemented by some types of database management systems than others. For
any one logical model various physical implementation may be possible. An example
••
of this is the relational model: in larger systems the physical implementation often has :
indexes which point to the data; this is similar to some aspects of common
••
implementations of the network model. But in small relational database the data is
often stored in a set of files, one per table, in a flat, un-indexed structure. There is
some confusion below and elsewhere in this article as to logical data model vs. its
physical implementation.
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1.4.1 Flat Model
The flat (or table) model consists of a single, two dimensional array of data
elements, where all members of a given column are assumed to be similar values, and
all members of a row are assumed to be related to one another. For instance, columns
for name and password might be used as a part of a system security database. Each
row would have the specific password associated with a specific user. Columns of the
table often have a type associated with them, defining them as character data, date or '
time information, integers, or floating point numbers. This model is the basis of the
spreadsheet.

1.4.2 Network Model
The network model allows multiple datasets to be used together through the
use of pointers (or references). Some columns contain pointers to different tables
instead of data. Thus, the tables are related by references, which can be viewed as a
network structure. A particular subset of the network model, the hierarchical model,
limits the relationships to a tree structure, instead of the more general directed graph '
structure implied by the full network model.

1.4.3 Relational Model
The relational data model was introduced in an academic paper by E.F. Cod
in 1970 as a way to make database management systems more independent of any
particular application. It is a mathematical model defined in terms of.predicate logic
and set theory.
Although the basic idea of a relational database has been very popular, relatively few
people understand the mathematical definition and only a few obscure DBMSs '
implement it completely and without extension. Oracle, for example, can be used in a
purely relational way, but it also allow tables to be defined that allow duplicate rows
an extension (or violation) of the relational model. In common English usage, a
DBMS is called relational if it supports relational operational operations, regardless
of whether it enforces strict adherence to the relational model. The following is an
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informal,

not-technical

explanation

of how "relational"

database

management ,

.; stems commonly work.

A relational database contains multiple tables, each similar to the one in the "flat"
database model. However, unlike network databases, the tables are not linked by
pointers. Instead, keys are used to match up rows of data in different tables. A key is
just one or more columns in one table that correspond to columns in other tables. Any
column can be a key, or multiple columns can be grouped together into a single key.
Unlike pointers, it's not necessary to define all the keys in advance; a column can be
used as a key even if it wasn't originally intended to be one.

A key that can be used to uniquely identify a row in a table is called a unique key. ',
Typically one of the unique keys is the preferred way to refer to row; this is defined
as the table's primary key.

When a key consists of data that has an external, real-world meaning (such as a
person's name, a book's ISBN, or a car's serial number), it's called a "natural" key. If
no nature key is suitable, an arbitrary key can be assigned (such as by given
employees ID numbers). In practice, most databases have both generated and natural
keys, because generated keys can be used internally to create links between rows that
can't break, while natural keys can be used, less reliably, for searches and for
integration

with other databases.

(For example,

records

in two independently ,

developed databases could be matched up by social security number, except when the
social security numbers are incorrect, missing, or have changed).

1.4.3.1 Why we use a Relational Database Design
Maintaining a simple, so-called flat database consisting of a single table
doesn't require much knowledge of database theory. On the other hand, most
database worth maintaining are quite a bit more complicated than that. Real life
databases often have hundreds of thousands or even millions of records, with data that
are very intricately related. This is where using a full-fledged relational database :
program becomes essential. Consider, for example, the Library of Congress, which
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over 16 million books in its collection. For reasons that will become apparent

n, a single table simply will not do for this database.

1.5 Relationships between Tables
When you create tables for an application, you should also consider the
elationships between them. These relationships give a relational database much of its
power. There are three types of relationships between tables: one-to-one, one-to-many
and many-to-many relationships.

1.5.2 One-To-One Relationships
In a one-to-one relationship, each record in one table corresponds to a single
record in a second table. This relationship is not very common, but it can offer several
benefits. First, you can put the fields from both tables into a single, combined table.

1

One reason for using two tables is that each field is a property of a separate entity,
such as owner operators and their tracks. Each operator can operate just one truck at a
time, but the fields for the operator and truck tables refer to different entities.

A one-to-one relationship can also reduce the time needed to open a large table by
placing some of the table's columns in a second, separate table. This approach makes
particular sense when a table has some fields that are used infrequently. Finally, a
one-to-one relationship can support in a table requires security, placing them in a
separate table lets your application restrict to certain fields. Your application can link
the restricted table back to the main table via a one-to-one relationship so that people ,
with proper permissions can edit, delete, and add new records to these fields.

1.5.3 One-To-Many Relationships
A one-to-many relationship, in which a row from one table corresponds to one
or more rows from a second table, is more common. This kind of relationship can
form the basis for a Many-To-Many relationship as well.
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1.6 Data Modeling

In information system design, data modeling is the analysis and design of the
information in the system, concentrating on the logical entities and the logical
ependencies between these entities. Data modeling is an abstraction activity in that
the details of the values of individual data observations are ignored in favor of the
structure, relationships, names and formats of the data of interest, although a list of
valid values is frequently recorded. It is by the data model that definitions of what the
data means is related to the data structures.

While a common term for this activity is "Data Analysis" the activity actually has
more in common with the ideas and methods of synthesis (putting things together),
than it does in the original meaning of the term analysis (taking things apart). This is
because the activity strives to bring the data structures of interest together in a
cohesive, inseparable, whole by eliminating unnecessary data redundancies and
relating data structures by relationships. In the early phases of a software
development project, emphasis will be on the design of a conceptual data model. This
can be detailed into a logical data model sometimes called functional data model. In
later stages, this model may be translated into physical data model.

1.6.1 Database Normalization
Database normalization is a series of steps

fol1owed to obtain a databas~

design that allows for consistent storage and efficient access of data in a relational
database. These steps reduce data redundancy and the risk of data becoming
inconsistent.
However, many relational DBMS lack sufficient separation between the logical
database design and the physical implementation of the data store, such that queries
against a fully normalized database often perform poorly. In this case de- .,
normalizations are sometimes used to improve performance, at the cost of reduced
consistency.
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1.6.2 Primary Key
In database design, a primary key is a value that can be used to identify a ·
particular row in a table. Attributes are associated with it. Examples are names in a
telephone book (to look up telephone numbers), words in a dictionary (to look up
definitions) and Dewey Decimal Numbers (to look up books in a library).

In the relational model of data, a primary key is a candidate key chosen as the main
method of uniquely identifying a relation. Practical telephone books, dictionaries and
libraries can not use names, words or Dewey Decimal System Numbers as candidate
keys because they do not uniquely identify telephone numbers, word definitions or
books. In some design situations it is impossible to find a natural key that uniquely
identifies a relation. A surrogate key can be used as the primary key. In other ,
situations there may be more than one candidate key for a relation, and no candidate
key is obviously preferred. A surrogate key may be used as the primary key to avoid
giving one candidate key artificial primacy over the others. In addition to the
requirement that the primary key be a candidate key, there are several other factors
which may make a particular choice of key better than others for a given relation.

The primary key should generally be short to minimize the amount of data that needs
to be stored by other relations that reference it. A compound key is usually not
appropriate. (However, this is a design consideration, and some database management
systems may be better than others in this regard.)

The primary key should be immutable, meaning its value should not be changed
during the course of normal operations of the database. (Recall that a 'primary key is
the means of uniquely identifying a tuple, and that identity by definition, never
changes.) This avoids the problem of dangling references or orphan records created
by other relations referring to a tuple whose primary key has changed. If the primary

key is immutable, this can never happen.
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A foreign key (FK) is a field in a database record under one primary key that

- to a key field of another database record in another table where the foreign key
c table refers to the primary key of the other table. This way references can be

to link information together and it is an essential part of database normalization.

example, a person sending an e-mail needs not to include the entire text of a book
e e-mail. Instead, they can include the ISBN of the book, and interested persons
then use the number to get information about the book, or even the book itself.
ISBN is the primary key of the book, and it is used as a foreign key in the eail.
_ ~ote that using a foreign key often assumes its existence as a primary key
omewhere else. Improper foreign key/primary key relationships are the source of
many database problems.

1.6.4 Compound Key
In database design, a compound key (also called a composite key) is a key
that consists on 2 or more attributes.
No restriction is applied to the attribute regarding their (initial) ownership within the
data model. This means that any one, none or all, of the multiple attributes within the
compound key can be foreign keys. Indeed, a foreign key may, itself, be a
compound key.
Compound keys almost always originate from attributive or associative entities
(tables) within the model, but this is not an absolute value.
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CHAPTER TWO: VISUAL BASIC EDITOR AND STRUCTURED
QUERY LANGUAGE

2.1 Visual Basic Editor
The visual basic editor can be used in MS Access with different tools e.g. command
utton, Text box, combo box etc. Now let we see how we can open the Visual Basic
editor in MS Access.
•

Open MS Access

•

Create a new data base

•

Enter a form in the data base and open the form in design view.

•

Go to the Tools from main menu.

•

Select Macro option.

•

Select Visual Basic Editor

Important: The Visual Basic Editor can not be opened in the Form view.
After selecting the Visual Basic Editor this window will be displayed.

MS Access Visual Basic Editor
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Let us see how to work with these windows.
).lain Tool Box: It contains different main options e.g. save, open, run etc.

Project Explorer: This is a very important window if we are using a multi form

project it helps us to explore the forms and the links which are related to these
forms.
Properties

Windows:

The properties windows show all the properties of the

selected object the most common properties are as fallows.

Caption: This property can be found with every object in the Visual Basic Editor. It

is the label presented on the objects when they run.
Name: This is a very important property because it is used in the coding of the

program in our program we can access the objects with the name which is given to it
in the property windows.
There are several more common properties which can be assigning to the objects by
the help of property window.
Code Window: In the code window we write different codes for our objects used in

our forms. All the coding is done in the code window.

2.2 Structured Query Language
SQL is the most popular computer language used to create, modify and

retrieve data from relational management systems. The language has evolved beyond
its original purpose to support object-relational database management systems.
During the 1970s, a group at IBM's San Jose research center developed a database
system "System R" based upon Codd's model. Structured

English

Query

Language ("SEQUEL") was designed to manipulate and retrieve data stored in

System R. The acronym sequel was later condensed to SQL due to a trademark
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ute (the word "sequel" was held as a trade mark by the Hawker-Siddeley aircraft
pany of the UK).

1979, Relational Software, Inc. (now Oracle Corporation) introduced the first
mmercially available implementation of SQL and, soon many vendors developed
· alects of it.
-QL was adopted as a standard by the ANSI (American National Standard Institute)
1986 and IOS (International Organization for Standardization) inl987. ANSI has .
eclared that the official pronunciation for SQL is "es queue el", although many
English-speaking database professionals still pronounce it as SEQUEL.

2.3 Description of SQL

SQL allows the specification of queries in a high level, declarative manner.
For example, to select rows from a database, the user need only specify the criteria
that want to search by; the details of performing the search operation efficiently is left
up to the database system, and is invisible to the user.
Compared to general purpose programming languages, this structure allows the ,
user/programmer to be less familiar with the information contained in the data. This
blurs the line between user and programmer, appealing to individuals who fall more
into the 'business' or 'research' area and less in the 'information technology' area.
The original vision for SQL was to allow non -technical users to write their own
database queries. While this has been realized to some extent, the complexity of
querying an advanced database system using SQL can still require a significant
learning curve.
SQL contrasts with the more powerful database-oriented fourth-generation
programming languages such as focus, however, in its relative functional simplicity
and simpler command set. This greatly reduces the degree of difficulty involved in
maintaining the worst SQL source code, but it also makes programming such
questions as 'Who had the top ten scores?' more difficult, leading to the development
of procedural extensions, discussed above. However, it also makes it possible for
SQL source code to be produced (and optimized) by software, leading to the
development of a number of natural language database query languages, as well as
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g and drop' database programming packages with 'object oriented' interfaces.
n these allow the resultant SQL source code to be examined, for educational ,,
ses, further enhancement, or to be used in a different environment.

4 SQL Keywords
L keywords fall into several groups, like:
... .-1.1 Data Retrieval
The most frequently used operation in transactional databases is the data
etrieval operation.

•

SELECT is used to retrieve zero or more rows from one or more tables in a ·
database. In most applications, SELECT is the most commonly used DML
command. In specifying a select query, the user specifies a description of the
desired result set, but they do not specify what physical operations must be
executed to produce that result set. Translating the query into an optimal
query plan is to leave the database system, more specifically to the query
optimizer.

•

Commonly available keywords related to SELECT includes:

•

FROM is used to indicate which tables the data is to be taken from,
as well as how the tables join to each other.

•

WHERE is used to identify which rows to be retrieved, or applied
to GROUP BY.

•

GROUP BY is used to combine rows with related values into
elements of a smaller set of rows.

•

ORDER BY is used to identify which columns are used to sort the
resulting data.
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4.2 Data Manipulation

· t there are thestandard Data Manipulation Language (DML) elements. DML is
c subset of the language used to add, update and delete data.

•

INSERT is used to add the zero or more rows (formally tuples) to
an existing table.

•

UPDATE is used to modify the values of a set of existing table
rows.

•

DELETE removes zero or more existing rows from a table.

2.4.3 Data Transaction
Transaction, if available, can be used to wrap around the DML operations.
BEGIN WORK (or START TRANSACTION, depending on SQL dialect) can be
used to mark the start of a database transaction, which either completes completely or
not at all
COMMIT causes all data changes in a transaction to be made permanent.
ROLLBACK causes all data changes since the last COMMIT or ROLLBACK to be
discarded, so that the state of the data is "Rolled Back" to the way it was prior to
those changes being requested.
COMMIT and ROLLBACK interact with areas such as transaction control and
locking. Strictly, both terminate any open transaction and release any locks held on
data. In the absence of a BEGIN WORK or similar statement, the semantics of SQL.
are implementation-dependent.
2.4.4 Data Definition
The second group of keywords is the Data Definition Language (DDL). DDL allows ,.
the user to define new tables and associated elements. Most commercial SQL
databases have proprietary extensions in their DDL, which allow control over
nonstandard features of the database system.
The most basic items of DDL are the CREATE and DROP commands. CREATE
causes an object (a table, for example) to be created within the database. DROP
causes an existing object within the database to be deleted, usually irretrievably.
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APTER THREE: MICROSOFT ACCESS DATABASE
TEM
Some terms are used often in access. Some of them are stated below.

3.1 A Few Terms
(1) An object is a competition in the database such as a table, query, form, or

macro.
(2) A table is a grouping of related data organized in fields (columns) and records

(rows) on a datasheet. By using a common field in two tables, the data can be
combined. Many tables can be stored in a single database.
(3) A field is a column in database and defines a data type for a set of values
in a table
(4) All rows except first are records.

(5) Design View provides the tools for creating fields in a table.
(6) Datasheet View allows you to update, edit, and delete in formation from a

table.
Close

Working Area

Main window of Microsoft Access
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_..ı Introductory Microsoft Access
•

Go to start menu

•

Opening Access from Microsoft office

•

Creating a Database

•

Click File, New or click the new icon on the standard toolbar

•

Select Blank Database from the Task Pane menu

•

Type a name for the Database in the File Name window

•

Click Create and wait for some time

•

Closing a database click File, Close

•

Opening a database click File, Open or click the open icon on the standard
tool bar

•

Browse, where to save the database

•

Click the name of the database

•

Click Open

Start Menu

Program Files
i
[.-_ı-1)L:Microsoft
/

-ı

Pictorial representation
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l

Office

L_ _I\
----·-1/

/

Microsoft Access

of opening MS Access

.3 Introduction to Tables
table is a grouping of related data organized in fields (columns) and records (rows)
a datasheet. A database may have one or more tables.

Tables are grids that store information in a database
Access provides three ways to create a table for which there are icons in the Database
.\'indow. Double-click on the icons (how u want) to create a table.

The

se:fection

'"""'

Creation of tabels in three ways

1.

Create table in Design view will allow you to create the fields of the table.
This is the most common way of creating a table and is explained in detail
below.

2. Create table using wizard will step you through the creation of a table.

3. Create table by entering data will give you a blank datasheet with
unlabelled columns that looks much like an Excel worksheet. Enter data into
the cells and click the Save button. You will be prompted to add a primary
key field. After the table is saved, the empty cells of the datasheet are
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11,

trimmed. The fields are given generic names such as "Field l "Field2", etc.
To rename them with more descriptive titles that reflect the content of the
fields, select Format Rename Column from the menu bar or highlight the
column, right-click on it with the mouse, and select Rename Column from
the shortcut menu .

. 1 Table's data types
First we introduce the following terms related to table design.
•

Field Name - This is the name of the field and should represent the contents
of the field such as "Name", "Address", etc. The name can not exceed 64
characters in length and may include spaces.

•

Data Type is the type of value that will be entered into the fields.

>
>

>
>

>
>

>

>
>

•

Description
field are.

Text - The default type, text type allows any combination of letters
and numbers up to a maximum of 255 characters per field record.
Memo - A text type that stores up to 64,000 characters.
Number - includes, number, signs:+ and-, decimal point, it can be
used in calculations
Date/Time - A date, time, or combination of both.
Currency - Monetary values that can be set up to automatically
include a dollar sign ($) and correct decimal and comma positions.
AutoNumber - When a new record is created, Access will
automatically assign a unique integer to the record in this field.
Since every record in a datasheet must include at least one field
that distinguishes it from all others, this is a useful data type to use
if the existing data will not produce such values, it can be a
primary key.
Yes/No - Use-this option for True/False, Yes/No, On/Off, or other
values that must be only one of two.
OLE Object - An OLE (Object Linking and Embedding) object is
a sound, picture, or other object such as a Word document or Excel
spreadsheet that is created in another program. Use this data type
to embed an OLE object or link to the object in the database.
Hyperlink - A hyperlink will link to an Internet or Intranet site, or
another location in the database (URL).

(optional) - Enter a brief description of what the contents of the
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•

•

Field Properties - Select any pertinent properties for the field from the

bottom pane of Design View window
Field Size is used to set the number of characters needed in a text or number
field. The default field size for the text type is 50 characters. Maximum size is
255.

• Byte - Positive integers between 1 and 255
•
•
•
•
•

Integer - Positive and negative integers between -32,768 and
32,768
Long Integer ( default) - Larger positive and negative integers
between -2 billion and 2 billion.
Single - Single-precision floating-point number
Double - Double-precision floating-point number
Decimal - Allows for Precision and Scale property control

•

Format changes the way a field is displayed or printed, but does not affect the
stored value.

•

Number format Select one of the preset options from the drop down menu
or construct a custom format using symbols explained below:

•

•

Date format. In the table below, the value "1/1/01" is entered into the
datasheet, and the following values are displayed as a result of the
different assigned formats.

•

Yes/No. fields are displayed as check boxes by default on the datasheet.
To change the formatting of these fields, first click the Lookup tab and
change the Display Control to a text box. Go back to the General tab
choices to make formatting changes. The formatting is designated in three \
sections separated by semicolons. The first section does not contain
anything but the semicolon must be included. The second section specifies
formatting for Yes values and the third for No values.

Default Value. There may be cases where the value of a field will usually be
the same for all records. In this case, a changeable default value can be set to
prevent typing the same thing numerous times. Set the Default Value
property.
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Primary Key. Every record in a table must have a primary key that
differentiates it from every other record in the table. A social security number
is an example of a record whose values will only appear once in a database
table.

•

Designate the primary key field by right-clicking on the record and selection Primary
· ey from the shortcut menu or select Edit Primary Key from the menu bar. The
rimary key field will be noted with a key image to the left. To remove a primary
.ey, repeat one of these steps.
f none of the existing fields in the table will produce unique values for every record,
eparate field must be added. Access will prompt you to create this type of field at
the beginning of the table the first time you save the table and a primary key field has
not been assigned. The field is named "ID" and the data type is "auto number". Since
this extra field serves no purpose to you as the user, the auto number type
automatically updates whenever a record is added so there is no extra work on your
part. You may also choose to hide this column in the datasheet as explained on a later
page in this tutorial.

•

Indexes. Creating indexes allows Access to query and sort records faster. To
set an indexed field, select a field that is commonly searched and change the
Indexed property to Yes (Duplicates OK), if multiple entries of the same data
value are allowed or Yes (No Duplicates) to prevent duplicates.

•

Field Validation Rules. Validation Rules specify requirements (change word)
for the data entered in the worksheet. A customized message can be displayed
to the user when data that violates the rule setting is entered. Click the
expression builder (" ... ") button at the end of the Validation Rule box to write
the validation rule. Examples of field validation rules include <> O to not
allow zero values in the record, and??? To only all data strings three
characters in length.

•

Input Masks. An input mask controls the value of a record and sets it in a
specific foımat. They are similar to the Format property, but instead display
the format on the datasheet before the data is entered. For example, a
telephone number field can formatted with an input mask to accept ten digits
that are automatically formatted as "(555) 123-4567". The blank field would
look like (_J _- __ . An input mask to a field by following these steps:

1. In design view, place the cursor in the field that the input mask will be applied
to.
2. Click in the white space following Input Mask under the General tab.
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Creating a table using the wizard:
•

Double click on Create table by using wizard

•

Select the type of table (Business or Personal)

•

Choose a table from the Sample Tables list

•

Select a data field to include in the table

•

Click the single arrow

•

Repeat these steps or if we want to get all the fields to include we have
to click on the double arrow

•

Click Next if we want to make any field as the Primary Key field

•

Then click Next if we want to make any form for the table to enter the
data straight in the table

•

Click Finish

(z;jBu:;_i~ıess.. .. , . , ... ,
0[;.ersor,al
Sample Iabl,es:.

rımı'

Contacts

Customers

Employees
Products

Table wizard
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3 Create a table with design views:

•

Double click on Create table in design view

•

In the Field Name column type the name of data field

•

In the Data Type column select the type of data to be entered in the

•

field.
To save the table, click File, then click Save or click the save icon
on the Standard toolbar

•

Type the name of the Table

•

Click OK

•

If we do not want any Primary Key, click no
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Table in design view

3.3.4 Creating Tables by entering data

To create a table manually, we double click on the Create Table in Design

.

View icon in the database window to open a blank table window in the design view.
From here, we can add any fields, a Primary or a Composite Key or an index.

To add a field, type the field's name in a blank field name column in the Design view
window. Field names follow normal Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) naming
conventions. They can be up to 64 characters long, and the characters can be letters,
numbers, spaces, and special characters except the period, the exclamation mark,
square brackets and the grave accent character ('). Also we can not start a field name
with a space or a control character (ASCII values O through 31 ). While we can
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e internal spaces in field names, they must be bracketed in expressions and .

Table by entering data

3.3.5

Entering data in the Table:

•
•
•

Double click on the table name

•

Click in the data field

•
•

Click a sort icon on the Standard Toolbar
Or click Records

•

Select the sort order

"'

Click in the field you want to enter data
Press Tab to move to the next field

.,,

3.3.5.1 Deleting data from a Table:
•

Click in the record we wish to delete

•

Click Edit, Delete Record
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3.3.5.2 Saving data in a Table:
•

Click File, Save or click the save icon on the Standard Toolbar

3.3.5.3 Closing a Table:
•

Click File, Close. Or click on the cross on the upper right comer of the
window.

3.4 Creating Forms
All forms consist of controls (objects) that accept and display data. There are
3 types of controls - bound, unbound, and calculated. A bound control (text box)
has a data source (a field in the underlying table) and is used to enter or modify the
data in that table. An unbound control has no data source. They are used to display
titles, labels, graphics and pictures. Every bound control is associated with one
unbound control. A calculated control has as its data sourced a
mathematical expression rather than a field.

All forms layout consists of 3 sections: Form header, Detail and Form footer
sections. Form header contains Form Name, Detail contains controls and Form footer
contains command buttons.

3.4.1 Create Form in Design View
To create a form using design view,we have to obey following steps.
•

Click the New button on the form database window.

,.
•

Select "Design View" and choose the table or query the form will be
associated with the form from the drop-down menu.

•

Select View Toolbox from the menu bar to view the floating toolbar with
additional options.
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Add controls to the form by clicking and dragging the field names from the Field List
floating window. Access creates a text box for the value and label for the field name •
when this action is accomplished. To add controls for all of the fields in the Field
List, double-click the Field List window's title bar and drag all of the highlighted
fields to the form.
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Form in design view

3.4.1.1 Adding Records Using a Form

Input data into the table by filling out the fields of the form. Press the Tab key to
move from field to field and create a new record by clicking Tab after the last field of
the last record. A new record can also be created at any time by clicking the New
Record button mat the bottom of the form window. Records are automatically saved
as they are entered so no additional manual saving needs to be executed.
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Reservation form

3.4.1.2 Editing a Forms
The follow points may be helpful when modifying forms in Design View.
•

Grid lines - By default, a series of lines and dots underlay the form in Design
View so form elements can be easily aligned. To toggle this feature on and off
select View Grid from the menu bar.

•

Snap to Grid - Select Format Snap to Grid to align form objects with the
grid to allow easy alignment of form objects or uncheck this feature to allow
objects to float freely between the grid lines and dots.

•

Resizing Objects - Form objects can be resized by clicking and dragging the
handles on the edges and corners of the element with the mouse.
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•

Change form object type - To easily change the type of form object without

having to create a new one, right click on the object with the mouse and select
Change To and select an available object type from the list.

•

Label/object alignment - Each form object and its corresponding label are
bounded and will move together when either one is moved with the mouse.
However, to change the position of the object and label in relation to each
other (to move the label closer to a text box, for example), click and drag the
large handle at the top, left comer of the object or label.

•

Tab order - Alter the tab order of the objects on the form by selecting View
Tab Order from the menu bar. Click the gray box before the row you would
like to change in the tab order, drag it to a new location, and release the mouse
button.

•

Form Appearance - Change the background color of the form by clicking the
Fill/Back Color button on the formatting toolbar and click one of the color
swatches on the palette. Change the color of individual form objects by
highlighting one and selecting a color from the Font/Fore Color palette on
the formatting toolbar. The font and size, font effect, font alignment, border
around each object, the border width, and a special effect can also be modified ,
using the formatting toolbar:

'

•

Page Header and Footer - Headers and footers added to a form will only
appear when it is printed. Access these sections by selecting View Page ''
Header/Footer on the menu bar. Page numbers can also be added to these
sections by selecting Insert Page Numbers. A date and time can be added
from Insert Date and Time.... Select View Page Header/Footer again to
hide these sections from view in Design View.
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Customer record form

3.4.2 Creating Form by Using Wizard
To create a form using the assistance of the wizard, follow these steps:

•

From the main database window, click Forms under Objects on the left
menu

•

Click Create form by using wizard

•

In the Tables/Queries drop down list, select the table or query we wish to

""

create the form from
•

In the Available Fields window, select a data field to include in the form
and click the Single arrow to select one data field in the Selected Fields

•

Or click the Double arrow to include all data fields in the form's field

•

Click Next

•

Select a layout for the form, the click Next

•

Select a style for the form, then click Next

•

Type a name for the Form

•

Click Finish
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EmplıJyeeNumber
Natiorı,91Emplr.Jurriber ··
MiddleNarne ·
Title

Form wizard

Form wizard 2
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Form wizard 3

Form wizard 4
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.5 Queries
ery is a question about DB and answer for this question.
The question is developed by using a graphical tool known as the design grid. It
consists of columns and rows. Each field in the query has its own column and
contains multiple rows. The Field row displays the field name. The Sort row
enables you to sort in ascending or descending sequence. The Show row controls
whether or not the field will be displayed in the dynast. The Criteria row
determines the records that will be selected. The answer selects records from one
or more tables in a database on the base of criteria specified in design grid so they
can be viewed, analyzed, and sorted on a common datasheet. The resulting
collection of records, called a dynaset (short for dynamic subset), is saved as a
database object and like a table, it enables you to enter a new record or modify or
delete an existing record.Any changes made in the dynaset are automatically
reflected in the underlying table. The query will be updated whenever the original
tables are updated. The Query window has three views. The Design view is )
displayed by default and is used to create (or modify) a select query. The
Datasheet view displays the resulting dynaset. The SQL view enables you to use
SQL (Structured Query Language) statements to modify the query. The upper
portion of the Design view window contains the field list for the tables on which
the query is based.The lower portion of the window displays the design grid,
which is where the specifications for the select query are entered. A field is
added to the design grid by dragging it from the field list. The data type of a field
determines the way in which the criteria are specified for that field.The criterion
for a text field is enclosed in quotation marks. The criteria for number,
currency, and counter fields are shown as digits with or without a decimal
point.(Commas and dollar signs are not allowed). Dates are enclosed in pound
signs and are entered in the mm/dd/yy format.The criterion for a Yes/No field is
entered as Yes(or True) or No ( or False).
Values entered in multiple columns of the same Criteria row implement an
AND condition in which the selected records must meet all the specified '
criteria.Values entered in- different Criteria rows are connected by an OR
condition in which the selected records may satisfy any of the indicated
criteria.Rlation operators (>, <, >=, <=, =, and <>) are used with date or
number fields to return records within a designated range. Criteria can grow
more complex by combining multiple AND and OR conditions. Other
functions enable you to impose still other criteria. The between function
selects records that fall within a range of values. The NOT function selects
records that do not contain the designated value.
Types of queries are select queries that extract data from tables based on
specified values, find duplicate queries that display records with duplicate
values for one or more of the specified fields, and find unmatched queries
display records from one table that do not have corresponding values in a
second table.
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3.5.1 Create a Query in Design View
Follow these steps to create a new query in Design View:
From the Queries page on the Database Window, click the New button.

Sirnple Query Wizard
Crosstab Query Wizard
Find Duplicates Quet·y Vv'izard
Find Unmatched Query lıVizard

Query design view

•
•
•

Select Design View and click OK.
Select tables and existing queries from the Tables and Queries
tabs and click the Add button to add each one to the new query.
Click Close when all of the tables and queries have been selected.
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Switchboard Items

n

Select query

Add fields from the tables to the new query by double-clicking the field name in the
table boxes or selecting the field from the Field: and Table: drop-down menus on the
query form. Specify sort orders if necessary.
Enter the criteria for the query in the Criteria: field. The following table provides
examples for some of the wildcard symbols and arithmetic operators that may be
used. The Expression Builder
expressions.

also be used to assist in writing the

Explanation
? Street
43th

The question mark is a wildcard that takes the place
of a single letter.

*

The asterisk is the wildcard that represents a nu
of characters.
~
Value less than 100

<100
>=1

Value greater than or equal to 1

'FL"

Not equal to (all states besides Florida)
Numbers between 1 and 10

-----

==::,_<!_~d <=10
~ob"

Finds records with no value
or all records that have a value
[All words beginning with "a"
_jlAII n~l:!:lbersgreater than O and less than 10

Or "Jane" ![values are Bob or Jane
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_JI

•

After you have selected all of the fields and tables, click the Run

•

button on the toolbar.
Save the query by clicking the Save button

3.5.2 Query Wizard
• Double click on the Create query by using wizard option
•

In the Tables/Queries drop-down list, select the table or query we wish to
create for query

•

In the Available Fields window, select a data field. To select the field click
the single arrow

DepartrnentNarne
SocialSecurityNurnber
ErnployeeNurnber
rıJationalErnplNurrıber
FirstNarne
MiddleNarne

Query by Wizard

Or to select all the fields we need to click the double arrow, which will include all
the fields in the query. We can chose fields from more than one table or query.
Click Next
Type a name for the query, then click Finish
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3.5.2.1 Find Duplicates Query

•

This query will filter out records in a single table that contain duplicate values
in a field.
o Click the New button on the Queries database window, select Find
Duplicates Query Wizard from the New Query window and click
OK

New Query

Select the table or query that the find duplicates query will be applied to from the list
provided and click Next >.

Finding the Duplicates Query wizard
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- lect the fields
vailable fields
Duplicate-value
Ields have been

that may contain duplicate values by highlighting the names in the
list and clicking the > button to individually move the fields to the
fields list or >> to move all of the fields. Click Next > when all
selected.

-~}.:.,:,),'

'

NationalEmplNumber.
Middle Name
. Title
I EmailName
Extension

· ··

I

Finding the Duplicates Query wizard 2

Select the fields that should appear in the new query along with the fields selected on
the previous screen and click Next.
Name the new query and click Finish.

Restricting Query Data
• Click View, Design or click the view icon on the Standard Toolbar

•

•

Click in the criteria box of the field we wish to restrict

•

Enter the value for the criteria

•

Click View, Datasheet View or click the view icon on the
Standard Toolbar to view the query
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Example of Query

3.5.2.2 Saving a Query
Click File, Save or click on the save icon on the Standard Toolbar

3.5.2.3 Closing a Query

Click File, Close
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CHAPTER FOUR: DESCRIPTION ABOUT THE PROJECT
This chapter describes about the hotel database. In this chapter we will discus our
project in detail. For creating our project, I use Microsoft Access with Visual basic
editor, SQL queries. Step by step I will explain the creation of my project.
Let us go through the details of our project.

-l.I Starting project by Wizard
For creating my project I used the wizard option of Microsoft access. By using ,
this wizard option it's very easy to create tables and from. For selecting this option
we have to go to after opening the access, Contact Management and after this new
wizard will be opened which guide us further more.

Database wizard for form and tables

The next image displays the creation of table with different ways of different :fields.
The left hand window of the database wizard display the name of the table for the
database, while the right arm window of the database wizard displays the :fields of the
tables, and in the end we have some control buttons.
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f,'.? Contact ID
PFirst Name
;;,7, Last Name
PDear
,hip Address
Pcity
P State/Province
P Postal Code
PRegion

Image of creating tables in wizard

The image below represents the different formats present in database but I created my
own format and use in my project, which can be seen in my project.
By this option I make all the form synchronized in the same format.

•

Style selection for the forms
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The up coming image of the database wizard is about the Title of my project.

Title window

I added the image of my project of Sareena Hotel by using the same window
mentioned above. Let us see how I did that.

•

The title window with Image
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In the above mentioned database wizard, we can choose different options for table
and forms easily. The format of the forms can be chosen and we can also upload the
desired format. After the whole process end, we can see a new window given below.

Window displayed after completing database wizard

•
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4.2 Pictorial representation of my project

Main SWitch Board Form

/I ı

r(c ·

CustQmer Records Form

t,
--,~),

Ronm Information Form
,/

Hotel Records Farm
(1) Customer
Repochi
(2} Customer
Information
(3) other
Information

I
'

,

]

/,'"",
"'':;...

~-.

-

1(1) Employ Record

I (2) Check

I Availability

Iı

f

I

/"

,/'"'-..

"'-',,,
'~

J L_ .
(1) Check Room
Availability
(2) Room
Information

Employ

II (3) Accounts Record
j (4) Accounts
L,_,,

__ ·-·

The above picture represents my project. Here I linked main switch board to three
main sub forms. The idea of my project is about the Reservation system. So I decide
that first the customer will come and the receptionist will check either the room is
available or not. After this he/ she will enter the other data's regarding to reservation
system.
I also provide special and personal information regarding to just about the hotels.
Such like the accounts informcrtion. And I provide the facility in this reservation ,
system that the manager can check either employee is available or not. And some
personnel information about the employee.
In the room information form I provide a facility that the customer can check the
room preview. I provide different types of room.
In this project I tried to make an easy and efficient way to make the reservation.

Starting my project

When I open the project the first thing you can see is the main Switchboard
which consists of three buttons, a pictures of Sareena Hotel, an exit button and the
current time and the date of the system. Every thing you can see is designed from the
form I discussed above which comes after finishing the database wizard. The main
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switch board form was designed by me and then I saved the format of the form and in
the next forms I used the same format for the synchronization of my project. Let me
show you the pictures of the main Switchboard of my project.

Aain Room Menu

Main Customer Menu

_/

Date

s Time

Exit Button

Main switch board form

The silver border on the left and bottom are labels and the border which contains the name
f the hotel is also label. The date and time are the built in option by Microsoft access
vhich I get from the following way.
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ActiveX Çontrol. , ,
Ctrl+K

Option of inserting date and time

The Button on the right end bottom is for exiting from the application when the
button is clicked the massage box to the user is displayed having two options of YES
or NO. If the user clicks on the yes option the application will be quit. And if the user
select the option No the message box will be disappear and the user comes back to the
main form. The picture of this event is as follows.

Exiting from the application through the exit button

The coding of the exit button is done in the visual basic editor of Microsoft access
which is mentioned in chapter 2. The coding for the exit button is as follows.
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Sub

Conunand24_Click()

nıy:msg = MsgBox ("ARE YOU SURE TO EXIT",

If rnymsg
End
End If
On Error

= 7

3 6,

"SP.REENA HOTEL")

Then

GoTo Err

-

Conm,and24

-

Click

DoCrnd.Quit
Exit.

Command24
Exit Sub

Click:

Cornrnand24 Click:
MsgBox Err.Description
Resume Exit Cmmnand24
-

- Click

Sulı

Visual basic editor coding for the exit button

4.3 Main Customer Record Switch Board

The customer record switch board is linked with the main switch board by the
help of switch board manager we can access the switch board manager from the menu
bar.

Convert Database
Çornpact and Repair Database .. ,
\,_inked Table Manager

Çustornize ...
Qptions. ,,

The way of accessing the switch board manager
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After selecting the switch board manager option which is present in the sub menu of
the tools
Menu. You can see a new window shown below.

Switch board manager image

In the switch board manager window we can access all the switch board which we
use in my project. New switch boards can also be added and can be deleted from the"
project. Each switch board contains different options which can also be viewed in the
switch board manager. All the linking in my project is done by the switch board
manager. Let us see one of the linking processes.

••
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Main

~Db

Switchboard

vvindow

Click And Open The De.sired
FonTi

Selected

Form Options

"

Select Th'e Desired

Opti.on

Db Click And Open The Desired
Forrn

Linking of switch board and forms

Above picture shows us the complete way of linking forms and switch board with the
help of switch board manager. The customer record switch board is also linked by the
same process mentioned above and all the forms of the customer record switch board
are linked with the same option of Microsoft access switch board manager. The image· ,,
of the customer record switch board is given below.
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Edit Record Of The Customer
.~.

J

Extra Information About The Customer

Customer record switch board

The same format is followed which is applied in the main switch board. The behavior
of the exit button is same as we study above and the date and time is also inserted in
the same pattern. The only difference we can see is that the customer form switch
board has its on following options.
•
•
•
•
•

Customer reporche
Edit customer information
Other information
Back to main

Let us see the options in details.
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I{,;: ;i •.

'J

Jıe,

.
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4.3.1 Customer reporche

The first option we see in the customer record switch board is customer
'\

7.

-~.9i:9. . ~-~/

reporche. The customer reporche contains the total detail of the customer e.g.~-~~

surname address phone number and country etc. Let us have a look on the customer
reporche form.

Back To Sub Menu
Record·Navigators

Customer reporche form

The form carries all the information about the customer. As you can see in the lower
• right corner of the form we have a back button. The job of the back button is to exit
from the current form and go back to the linking foım. The back button is inserted by
the following way.

•

Open the form in the design view

•

Select the command button from the tool box at the left side of the window
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.
..,.~h

•

Bring the mouse pointer on the form and drag the pointer

•

When the click is released you will see a window.

Find Record
Go To First Record
Go To Last Record
Go To Next Record

Record Operations
Form Operations
Report Operations
Application
Miscellaneous

Command button wizard

•

Select the desired option and click next, this kind of window will display.

••

Command button wizard step2
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•

Choose the picture or browse the pictures for command button and click next.

•

I made a new image for my project and used that image with the help of command
button wizard.

Cancel

.·~

< !:ı_ack

I

Next>

J[

E_inish

Command button wizard step3

.

•

Give the name for the command button which is used in the coding.

•

At the last click finish button.

At the bottom of the customer reporche form we u can see the Navigator buttons.
These buttons are used to navigate through the records.

All the fields in the customer reporche form are stored in the table created for the
customer reporche form. The table carries all the fields and stores all the data in it.
The picture of the table is as followed.
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Format

J pecimalPlaces

J Inpu~ ('.~ask

1 Captıon
:.{ Q~fallit 1/alu'e·
j;V~lida~Of)-Rüle
t·vatidaticr/Text.

}Re,(j-;iired

Jındexea
!:Snıf!rt r_ags.,

Customer reporche table (Design view)

Edit customer information
The second sub form of the customer record switchboard is edit customer
information. This form is similar to the customer reporche form the only difference is
that we can only add the customer data in the customer reporche form but in
editcustomer information form we can view the customer records and can also edit
the records. All of the otter things are same as we see in the customer reporche form.
"'

The image of the form is as fallows.

.
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Edit Customer

Record Form

We can see in the bottom of the form that there are record navigators and there is
another button which is highlighted which take the control to the last record and the
total records are also shown at the bottom of the form. The rest of the pattern is same
as we see in the customer reporche form. The table of customer reporche is used for
this form because the job of this form is only to display the data not to add it in the
tables .

••
Other information

The other information form consists the extra information about the customer.
It holds information like Service charges, paying method such like how a customer
wants to make his payment, Transaction Id etc.
The picture of all the fields on form is given below.
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Back To Submenu

Record Navigators
Accounts checking form

•
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The table of other information opened in the design view is as followed .

. Long Integer

Auto
Trnnsaction ID

No

vi"~ (No Ö~plicates)

Table of other information

Back to main

The back to main option on the customer record switch board is linked with
the main switch board when the user click the button back to main the customer
record switch board exit and the main switch board appears .

•
4.4 Room information switch board

The second option on the main switch board is room information when the
user wants to see the information about the rooms availability or the user wants to
reserve the room he I she approaches to this button. The button is linked with room
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information switch board with the help of switch board manager. The way of linking
the switch boards is mentioned above at the start of this chapter.

Add Reservation Details

Information About Available Rooms

Room information switch board

We can see the format of the switch board is same like the main switch board. All the
options on room information switch board are same only the difference is that in
room information switch board we have two different options.

o

Check room availability

•

Reservation form

•

•

Back to main
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Let me describe these options in details.

4.4.lCheck room availability
The first option in the room information switch board is room availability.
The room availability form consists information about the room types, arability of
room, room preview, and the prices of the rooms. The room availability form is very
important in the hotel database system because it allows the user to search the rooms
very quickly that either the room is available or not. The preview option allows the
customer to choose the room of his own likings, The preview of the Room
availability form is shown below.

Select Room Preview

••

Direct Access to Reservation Form

Room Preview

Room availability checking
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form

We can see a lot of new things in this form. Let us discus these new option one by
one.
•

The preview of the room is displayed on the right side of the form which is done
by the help of picture tool in the tool box of Microsoft access.

•

The combo box in the form is quick access to see the rooms. I provided the
different types of room and their pictures with prices. When the user selects the
preview of the room is displayed at the right side of the form in the room preview.

Room information checking form

As we seen the picture above that when the user clicks the single option in the combo
box the preview of the combo box changes and all the fields above are filled such like
rent for room, room type, availability and the room status etc. Every room has its own
property when the room is selected the fields which shows the property of the room
also change.
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We can also see a new button at the bottom left in above picture. I provide a direct
way to access the reservation form. When the user will write the Reservation ID the
Go to reservation link will be activated automatically. Let's have a demonstration
about this button .

••

Demonstration for Go to reservation form

As we see that when we give the reservation ID for the customer the reservation form
will be opened automatically. The rest of the events have been described before such
like back button that has been described before etc.
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Now I will show you the table for this form.

No

Yes
Yes (No Dupli~:ates)

Room information table

•

4.4.2 Reservation Form
As we see above that there is immediately source to access the reservation
form but in my project I give that access also in the main window of room
information to make it easy as possible as. The contents of this form are exactly same.
Now let's have a look for this form.
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Reservation

table

Caption
Default Value
ı/ elidatlon .Rule
Validation Text
Reı:ıuıred
Indexed

Reservation table
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4.5 Hotel Records
This form keeps the information about the hotel records. I provide this form in
the main and there are four more sub forms which are being linked with this main
form. The purpose of creating these forms is to keep all necessary information
regarding to the hotel records such like details about employee, accounts etc. The
fields related to this switchboard are as fallows.
•
•
•
•

Employee Details
Check Employee Availability
Accounts Records
Accounts

The details of these forms are given below.

4.5.1 Employee Details
This sub form keeps the detail for the employee i.e. employee name, address,
salary etc. I also provide the picture format to immerge the picture of the employee.
Now let's have a demonstration for this form.
Employee Preview

•

\o
Save Details

Employee detail sub form

For this form I made a button to save the details of the employee. The rest of
things are same as previous suck like a back button which help us to go to back
main window of hotel's record. And also the navigators which shows the totals
record.
Now I will show you the table for the employee details.
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Employee details table

4.5.2 Check Employee Availability
This sub form is also being linked to the hotel's record form. The purpose
of creation for this form is that we can easily check either employee is available or
not by his or her employee id. I also create a search option. By the help of this
option we can access the availability of the employee. Now have a look for this
form.
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Employee available check form

I also provide the designation of the employee i.e. administrator, manager etc. and
I also provide a combo box as room number. By the help of this we can check
which employee is on duty at the specific room. And the rest of the things are same
as previous forms such like a back button to go to back and the navigators, etc.
4.5.3 Accounts Record
This sub form keeps the information about the accounts. This form is
related with the hotel so that' way I linked this form with the hotel records. This
form consists of many fields related to the transactions, the mode of the payment
by the customer, some necessary charges etc. now I will show the preview of this
form.
••
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Accounts entry form

As I mentioned above that this form is related with accounts. It keeps all the
information related with accounts such like account id, account date service
charges etc. The rest of things are similar as the previous form e.g. back button,
navigators and the save button to save-the records. Now let's have a look on the
table .

.
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•
4.5.4 Accounts
This sub form is also being linked with the hotel record form. By the help
of this form we can check the amount, name of the customer by entering the
customer id. The purpose of creation of this form is that we can check the dues and
paid amount of the customer immediately. Now let's have a look on the form.
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Customer

payment

entry form

The rest of the things are same as the forms such like back button, navigators etc.

4.6 Relation between tables
I construct the relationship between the tables to share the information. Some
time we do need some information by different tables so that's why we construct the
relationship between the tables. Its good practice to construct the relationship because
by doing this we can get information quickly and the same. In my project the relation
ships are playing an important part let me describe the job of the relationships I made
in the project.

•!•

First of all we can see the relationship between the Customers Records form
with the Reservation form. The Customer ID field in the Customer Records form is
finked with the same field in the Reservation form. Actually the job of the
relationship is to make the connection between two tables and with the help of related
field the desired information is shared.

•!•

The second related form is Accounts form with the Reservation form and with
Employee Details form, so the Accounts form is multi related forın because it is
sharing information with two different forms. The transaction ID field of the
Accounts form is related with the same field of the Reservation form and the
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Employee ID field of Accounts form is related with the same field in the Employee
Detail form as we can see in the figure below.

LastName
Address
City
Country /Region
Home Phone
MobilePhone

PaymentID
TransactionNumber
TransactionCıate

TransactionDescription
TransactionAmount
Account ID
ReferenceNumber
WithdrawalAmount
DepositArrıount
ServiceCharge
Tax
Employee ID

On Duty
Room number
Photograph

Forms Relationship Image

The Reservation form is also related with the Room Information form which
shares the field Reservation ID. The Reservation Form is also a multi linked form
which is sharing information with three different forms Customer Records, Accounts
and Room Information form.
The relation between the Room Information form is different then the other
• relationships because Room Information field of the Room information form is linked
with all the Employee Detail form as you can see it in the figure above .

••
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FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

I have given a task to make a project on "HOTEL RESERVATIN SYSTEM" while
making the project I passed through lot of new things which will help me in my
future. I tried my best to make a perfect project which includes all the things, I had
given the options to make my project easy and more efficient and I tired to make it
more users friendly. But still I have to add more options in my project which can
meet the requirements of the modem world.
The project is only for the stand alone computer it can't be used on the
network, so I will modify my project to fill this need.
Internet is one of the most important aspect of the world so I will try my best
to make my project meet the need of internet and the customer can make there
reservation on internet instead of coming to the hotel.
I will add more forms in my project so it can store more information about
the hotel and customer record.
In my project the customer can only pay in cash but I will make some
modification to make it more flexible for the customer in the payment.

The above mentioned points are the future development process I will make after my
graduation degree to make my project more efficient and user friendly.

•
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CONCLUSION

Microsoft access is a power full database management tool provided by Microsoft
organization with the help of access we can create forms, tables, queries, etc. It is an
easy way to approach the user requirements.
In the project HOTEL RESERVATION SYSTEM it can store information about the
customer record, employee details and the accounts management system of hotel. The
program is capable of storing all the information about the customer and it works like
a 'Manager' of a hotel.
The HOTEL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM program is made for the small level of
business, because Microsoft Access is not very efficient or reliable for handling big
projects.
The Access is the easiest way for making a small level program and it provides a lot
of options in editing and designing a project e.g. inserting button in the form,
providing a GUI (Graphical User Interface) to the end user. The Access database
management system is very easy to handle for the end user and for the new users.
I used SQL (Structured Quire Language) which is a very powerful language used for
data base design now-a-days.

•
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